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Community Story
Vietnam Student Community
others are distributed between Korean language center
and Inha hospital’s trainee doctors .

We are Vietnamese INHANIANS, we are strong and united.
We pledge to be one as brothers and sisters.

The Vietnamese Community
Among all the busy students at Inha
University, there are about 30
Vietnamese students who often stop for
a social get-together. In these gatherings
sometimes you may observe a
dangerously excited individuals. We
have agreed to call ourselves the
Vietnamese Student Community in Inha
University and consider that we should
call for participation from anyone who
would like to enjoy his/her time with
us, students, professors, family
members , everyone is welcomed at our
community.

In case some of you haven’t met any member of the
community, at least you might have noticed or get
annoyed by a group of people that looks a bit like each
others and a bit different from everyone else, who eats
a delicious-looking and funny-smelling kind food.
Those are us celebrating a welcoming/goodbye party at
the beginning of every semester or anytime we feel like
to go out of our routine and have some fun. In these
parties, we often prepare a home-made Vietnamese
food and meet all together at the park near the
university or sometimes we may go to a Korean
restaurant around the back gate of Inha University –
the paradise of delicious and cheap meals. For the
second round, we move on to the karaoke to sing,
dance, and drink until getting exhausted .
After all that excessive drinking and eating, we try the
healthy lifestyle through many kinds of team sports.
Even if someone is not good in playing the game, he/
she can just have fun by cheering for our team . Going
to Seorak Mountain for autumn hiking and Wolmido
park to enjoy the view of the sea are also our options.

Recently most of our members are
doing master/doctorate program . The

The VSAK Event
Moreover, we participate in the annual International Student
Festival, Vietnamese Students’ Association in Korea (VSAK) event,
football tournaments among universities and other activities held by
the university. We are not maybe in same lab or department but we
are always at the same side in any challenges as Inha University
Vietnamese Student.
Well, if we must publish a billboard about them, the headline could be “we stand the strongest when
united”.
Prepared by Trinh Luong Hoang

Community Story
Bangladeshi Student Community
The Memories of Friendship
As an international university, INHA university
has students from all over the world. Among
them there are around 16 Bangladeshi students . Basically the people of Bangladesh are
very outgoing , and interesting .We often meet
for fun activities and some exciting trips.
I am highly pleased to get the chance to write
something about our community of Bangladeshi

students. This is because I believe we have a very
interesting memories in Korea. Every semester
we try to arrange different types of programs like
visiting nice places, BBQ party, party at friends’
house etc.
My very first tours was to Sonje Island(선제도)

and Nami Island (남이섬 종합휴양지). They
were kind of breathtaking trips, in which we had
a lot of fun enjoying one of the best sightseeing ,
it is long lasting memory. When I leave Korea
these events will evoke pleasant memories of my
student life in Korea. We have a lot of plans to
visit more outrageous places in the future .
In my view Bangladeshi student community has a
small impact to enrich the multicultural campus
at this University. We always keep in touch and
cooperate. If the University arrange different
programs like food festival, international festival etc., we try to participate and enjoy with
other students. Especially at the Muslim festival
we have gatherings to celebrate our feast. In
these feasts we buy new cloth , we cook some
Bangladesh food , and we go out to meet other
Muslim people from many different countries,
and enjoy best time together .
“Our Bangladeshi student community really enjoys the student life at Inha.”
Prepared by Syed Md. Asif

Laboratory Story
Eco-smart power lab
Eco-smart Laboratory
Department of Mechanical engineering
Located at 2N 265 / 2N 279

Eco-system smart power lab is a part of
mechanical engineering department in Inha
university and it is directed by professor
Hyunchul Ju.
In our lab we always work hard to reach the
ultimate results for our researches, but beside
all that we don't forget to take a rest from time
to time and enjoy time together.

With respect to our work the ESPL’s general
research interest is to investigate and develop an
alternative source of energy, that can conserve
our natural resources, and be environmentally
friendly.
Currently, among all the imaginable energy technologies for a sustainable future , the primary
research of the ESPL is focused on fuel cells and
advanced batteries for vehicle propulsion, stationary power generation, portable electronic,
etc.

.CFD (computational fluid dynamics) simula-

tion :
- development of multi-scale fuel cell numerical
models including multi-phase and multi-physics
(electrochemical and fluid structure interaction
analysis) models for DMFC (direct methanol fuel
cell) and PEMFC (polymer electrolyte fuel cell).
- numerical simulation of the hydrogen absorption and desorption reaction for metal hybrid
bed.
- research on electrode material, component design, and theoretical modeling of RFB (redox
flow battery).
Every Saturday after we finish the weekly meeting we meet all together for a lunch in which we
talk about our daily life with the professor, also
during the year the professor always make sure to
organize some trips such as skiing, watching
baseball games, having dinner and others, in order to enhance our relations together.
In lab we are all like brothers, we help each other’s and we always give advices for the new students, as well as we help them to get familiar with
our lab duties.

.MEA (membrane electrode assembly) fabrica-

tion and performance evaluation .
- Development of advanced MEA for DMFC
and PEFMC.
- Optimization of fuel cell materials and geometric designs.
- Development of advanced bipolar plate using
pre-preg and composite materials.

Recent Academic Works
Comparison on thermal equilibrium time helium
loop temperature in in-bed calorimetric.
 Numerical Study of Thermal management effect
by Coolant plate number per cell number in HighTemperature Polymer Electrolyte Membrane.
 A rapid start-up strategy of polymer electrolyte fuel cells from subzero to normal operating
temperatures via controlling operating current density.
 Modeling and simulation of 20kW Fuel cell system with chemical reaction rate of reformer, of
some major birth defects in Korea.


Prepared by Saad El Dine El Ferekh

Laboratory Story
Social and Preventive Medicine
Social and Preventive Medicine Laboratory
Department of Medicine
Located at Inha Hospital

The department of Social and Preventive
Medicine (SPM) at the School of Medicine of
Inha University has been a leader in its field
since the establishment of medical department in 1985 and has made many noteworthy
contribution to the understanding of community and public health. The department of
SPM, which is led by Professor Lee Hun-Jae,
aimed to reinforce community health including workplace through medical and socioeconomic approaches; jointly with the department of occupational and environmental
medicine (OEM) at Inha University Hospital.
I find several of my laboratory features to
be quite helpful and interesting. The OEM
laboratory provides a large array of clinical
and environmental testing that allows us to
diagnose disease and tracking of its progress
through a population, monitoring the environment to detect threats to health from pollution, and keeping track of chronic medical

conditions to prevent them from becoming serious issues in the future.
Our department has a blend of expertise on
social and medical sciences, research, and teaching that makes it unique among departments in
the university. The prevention and management
of disease is achieved through clinics, awareness
campaigns, training, and specialized researches
on epidemiology of cancer, nutrition, infectious
diseases, epidemiology of environmental, children’s health, and cardiovascular disease research.
Our research is at the very core of our goals to
promote the public health of diverse populations. This is also reflected in our training program with graduate degrees for students interested in social and preventive medicine. Currently,
there are two PhD students. The department
provides a competitive research environment
with the availability of cooperative professor,
seniors, and post-doctoral fellow and of eclectic
research approach.
Our department is coupled with talented faculty
with the publication of research article in a high
quality journal along with opportunity to participate in domestic and international conferences.
We have a productive and welcoming work environment, places our department to be a leader in
many future discoveries and in the training of
prevention/public health researchers.

Recent Academic Works







The effects of dietary antioxidants intake and exposure to traffic-related air pollution on asthma
in school children
Patterns in the prevalence of some major birth defects in Korea
Secondhand tobacco smoke: a risk factor for occupational injury among manual workers in
South Korea
Association of infant and young child feeding practices with under-nutrition in children: Evidence from Nepal Demographic and Health Survey
Impact of prenatal exposure to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and barbecued meat consumption during pregnancy on birth outcomes
Status of health inequality and health determinants on population health.
Prepared by Lamichhane Dirga Kumar

Discover Country
Discover our Country:
Traditional food of Uzbekistan

Food is probably one of the common
things that international students crave
most from their home countries. As
one of the international students at Inha
University I am not an exception. In
this article I am going to make a brief
introduction to the traditional food of
Uzbekistan I miss most. I hope this article will be useful for you to decide what
to order in Uzbek restaurants in Korea
or Uzbekistan!
The particularly distinctive and welldeveloped part of the Uzbek culture is
the lip-licking cuisine. Uzbek food is
probably one of the main sights of Uzbekistan, which will become the discovery for all gourmets.
The Uzbek cuisine has been influenced by other cultures, but all borrowed dishes have
unique Uzbek traditional rituals and ways of cooking. National recipes are passed on from one generation to another.
Uzbek Tea
The main drink in Uzbekistan is undoubtedly tea. Any meal in Uzbekistan starts with Uzbek tea and ends with it. A guest in any
house will be offered a Piala (cup) of tea. The most popular is
green tea (Kuk-choy). Black tea (Kora-choy) is loved by Uzbek
people as well. Uzbek tea with sugar has its own name - Kand-choy. In some regions of Uzbekistan
people drink tea, both black and green, with milk.
Wedding Pilaf (Palov)
Pilaf is the main dish of the Uzbek cuisine. This is a delightful mixture
of rice, bits of meat, grated carrots, onions, and raisins (with a clove of
roasted garlic on top). The “wedding” part refers to the fact that it’s
easy to cook in large quantities (traditionally in a Kazan over an open
fire) and is often served on special occasions, like weddings. During
your travel to Uzbekistan you will have a chance to taste pilaf cooked in
different ways: the way of cooking pilaf varies in the different regions
of Uzbekistan. Although women usually do most of the cooking in Uzbek families, men are consid-

Discover Country
Lagman Soup
Lagman is one of the most favourite dishes of Uzbek people. This is a
spicy, meaty broth filled with chunks of lamb, handspun noodles, and vegetables. I suggest you to have an experience of preparing handspun noodles. The process is just amazing! There is also non-soup version of Lagman which is called fried Lagman.
Naryn
Naryn, or norin is an Uzbek traditional dish composed of hand-rolled noodles and horse meat, served with minced onions and black pepper. Delicious naryn is mainly cooked in the capital of Uzbekistan, Tashkent. Naryn
can be served as a cold noodle dish (Kuruk Norin – dry norin) or as a hot
noodle soup (Khul norin – wet norin).
Samsa
Samsa (meat pies) is a pastry pie stuffed with meat and onion, potato or
pumpkin, and herbs traditionally backed in Tandyr. Tandyr is a cylindrical
clay oven, heated with coal. Skill is needed when placing the raw Samsas or non (Uzbek bread) on the inside wall of the oven. Samsa can be of
different shapes: triangular, square or round.

Manty (steamed dumplings)
Traditionally steamed dumplings are sprinkled with dill and served with
sour cream. Meat (usually lamb or beef), vegetables (onions, potatoes,
pumpkin) and herbs (normally in the spring) can make up the stuffing.
Manty is one of the most delicious dishes of Uzbek cuisine.

Chuchvara Soup
A soup in which very small dumplings are boiled in salt water or bouillon
and served with sour milk (“Suzma”) and seasoned with pepper, onion,
tomato paste, black pepper, and sour cream.

Kebab (Shashlik)
This is chunks of lamb, beef or chicken served on steel skewers and
topped with slices of raw onion. The dish originated in the areas between
Turkey and Russia, and the name itself is derived from the Turkish
word shish, which means "skewer" and is part of the name of a similar
food known as shish kebabs.

Welcome to Uzbekistan!
Prepared by Yakubova Nigorakhon

Discover Country
Discover the Pearl of the
Orient Seas
Let’s Travel
OK! So let me tell you why
the Philippines seems to have
a lot of culture?
The people of the Philippines
are called Filipinos and have
adopted to various cultures.
The reason behind this is due
to a variety of colonizers who
has not only been fascinated
with the beauty but also with
the wealth of our Island. It
includes the Spaniards, the
Americans, and the Japanese.
The Philippines attained its
independence on July 4, 1946.

The name of the island was
first called Las Islas Filipinas
in honor of King Philip II of
Spain, a name given to the archipelago by Ruy Lopez de
Villalobos.
I think that my country has a

lot to offer when it comes to
the beauty of nature. Considering that it is a Tropical country thus, roaming around this
paradise is going to be exciting. Let’s see how long it takes
you to travel the Philippines,
the country of 7100 Islands?

Its Spiderman!
Photo by Lester Sotelo

Is it Safe to travel?
Definitely! it is
YES
safe
to
travel. I
g u e s s
there are
some circumstances that you might
have heard or seen some
things that has been going on
from the radio and TV. Don't
worry because the people here
in general is really friendly and
also the government is still in
control of protecting everybody. A piece of advice. don't
be too worried or paranoid.
Those things does not happen
to everybody right? If you are
a traveler then try to experience everything. Be brave and
just have fun. It’s part of living.

Live , Love , Have Fun
Hey look at me jump, run and
just go everywhere. That is
what this island is asking you

A beautiful photo with a painting backdrop. Oh yes! It just
looks like a painting but these
images are true. And yes again,
they are found in the Philippines. You don’t have to go to
the Middle east to experience
the Dessert. We have it in
Ilocos Norte. We call it Sand
Dunes. You don’t have to go to
the Bahamas to experience
white fine sand on the beach.
White beach can be found in a
lot of places such as Boracay,
Palawan, Anawangin and other
places. You may also want to
explore the underwater of these

to do. A lot of foreigners
come to the Philippines to
spend their holiday with their
love. They go there to live the
life, live the experience and
sometimes even end up living
there for good. Ahaha! Cool
right. Why did I say love? Because you will definitely fall in
love with this country that is
why I told you some end up
staying here and obviously you
are here to experience the fun.
I know you will ENJOY.

Discover Country
Discover the Pearl of the
Orient Seas

Destinations, Foods and Festivals
A World of Wonder
Incredible People

Being adventurous in this country
is a must. The islands has a lot to
boast to the world and it will give
you a lifetime experience. The
people itself will welcome you
having full smile on their faces
and I experienced this myself
during my travels.
If you are a person who is fond
of beaches then Palawan and Boracay is the place for you. But
most likely for water sports and
other water activities, it is much
common in the whole island
since we are surrounded with water. For those who likes to hiking
then I would say climbing Mt.
Pulag and Mt Apo is the best
choice. Even just going to a
province anywhere else will give
you the peace and calmness you
are looking for.

The Philippines has dozens
of festival and also different
at every region. These festivities includes some such as:
Ati-atihan, Dinagyang, Sinulog, Panagbenga, Moriones
festival, Flores de Mayo,
Pahiyas, Pintados and many
more.

Amazing Foods
Satisfying your taste buds
with cuisines from different
regions will always be the
best part for visiting the
Philippines. Every province
has special delicacies which
will definitely let you try everything. And sometimes
these food are even the fear
factor food for the westerns.
Do you think you can handle

The Korean Invasion in the Philippines
I Didn’t mean literally taking control of our country but ever since these K-pop craze has came out.
It also started to take a roaring increase of people crazy on K-pop stars and these Korean drama
series. My cousins are also into it and they even told me that they will visit me here in Korea for
them to see the K-pop stars. I think Koreans has the biggest number when it comes to foreigners
visiting our country. Also a lot of them go to the Philippines for studies.
Baguio City, a small city on a hill was actually labelled as mini Korea by some people because of the
increase of Koreans living and studying there. Well, I guess the good relationship between our
country is getting stronger and making us closer to each other.
Prepared by Leonard Guinguino

Events
A Criminal Prevention Lecture
Safety is a primary concern for the students and university which regularly organize seminars on safety
issues. Last June 18th 2014 university organizes one seminar along with so many students, I also got the
chance to attend a criminal prevention lecture and safety education program at the auditorium (BF1,
main building). The program was organized by Nambu police station of Incheon and the speaker was
officer Kim Young-Guk. He talked about several ways of creating a safer environment for students in Korea. The seminar was very informative, useful and interesting which it contained the following:
1. Easily committed criminal offenses: Being a foreigner, We have to know the Foreign Exchange Act violations
as well as Immigration Control Act violation. It includes
students possessing visa (D-2) while doing a part-time
job, requiring them to have additional (S-3) visa. All activities must also receive advance permission from local
immigration office. For more information about doing
part-time jobs, please visit INHA international center.
2.Avoiding different types of Crimes
You better not try, I’m telling you why.
Fraud by phone or internet, Sex crimes and possession
of harmful weapons is punishable by law. Emergency
whistle, umbrellas, combs and other items may be
used for self-defence. Also other things you should do
includes screaming, biting, or eye poking, etc in times
of danger. Moreover, discussions on following the
traffic rules should be followed to prevent traffic accidents.

Beware when crossing the street!

3. Tips (How to deal with emergency situations):

Call 112 and report: When, where, and how
For Traffic accident:

After the incident, the victim should be quickly
aided,

Use spray or camera for gathering evidence.

Report accidents to police immediately.

Inform the accident insurance company if necessary.
Fine and Injunctions

4. Other knowledge worth knowing:
In case of fire, we must call 119 and report the location of the incident.
You may call 112 or give statements by visiting the police station (public service center)
Visit website at www.safe182.go.kr and http://café.never.com/facenter for foreign help center website.
As a foreign student in Korea, I am convinced that it is important to keep the above information in mind
and save all phone numbers on our mobile phones. Apart from that, I would recommend everyone to
participate in any informed events or lectures which would be held in the future for our own benefit.
Prepared by Chanapakorn Sawangjit

Events
Emergency Response Guide
The Right Way … and The Wrong Way
In each emergency situation, follow these guidelines for your safety
Accidents can happen at any time so always be ready to take the following actions at the time of
emergency:
1. In case of medical emergency, call 119 or the Control Headquarters
at (032) 860-8597 and if a trained person is available then he can provide appropriate first aid while awaiting the arrival of emergency responders otherwise do not move the patient unless absolutely necessary. Few people must stay with patient until
TAKE NOTE OF WHAT IM SAYING OK!
assistance arrives. In case of lab accident or
I BET THIS IS FOR YOUR OWN GOOD..
hazardous material spill, firstly evacuate the
affected area then call the Disaster Prevention Team at (032) 860-8366
or the Control Headquarters at (032) 860-8597. At the arrival of team,
provide any information you may have as to the location and extent of
the spill, and as to the chemicals involved or stored in the area. The
people who may be contaminated by the spill or release should not be
contacted with others and medical assistance must be provided to them.
2. For power outage, individual must control his nerves and remain
calm then notify the Control Headquarters at (032) 860-8597. He should provide assistance to the
people with mobility related disabilities and should proceed cautiously
to an area that has emergency lights. One thing must be kept in mind
that candles or other types of flames must not be used for lighting purpose. In the case of fire, activate the nearest fire alarm after evacuating
the immediate area followed by calling 119. Then, let the control headquarters know the accident by calling 032-860-8597. people at the sight
of fire must leave the place by using stairs only. While moving from the
place, do not open the doors if they are hot and do not re-enter the building until instructed to do
so by emergency responders.
3. If gas leak occurs, firstly call the control Headquarters at (032)860-8597. Secondly, the building
or area must be evacuated and people with mobility related disabilities
must be identified. Actions like using phones in the area of the leak,
switching lights on or off, using elevators in the area and returning to
the evacuated area must strictly not be done.
4. In the situation of major water leak or flood, immediately call Control Headquarters at (032) 860-8597 then if there is any possible danger, evacuate the area and If
possible, turn off electrical circuit breakers to the area. If there is a
person who knows the source of the water and confident of your
abilities to stop it, he should cautiously try to handle the situation.

Prepared by Aslam Muhammad

Alumni Talk
Mohammad Masun Billah,
(Bangladesh)
Master in Information and
Communication Engineering

THE JOURNEY
"My journey in Korea started with KGSP-2009
Scholarship and my thoughts became matured
at Inha University. I learned how to conduct
quality research in the field of information and
communication at UWB-ITRC directed by Professor KyungSup Kwak. That was the behind
story why I am now a part of the greatest Samsung Electronics here in Bangladesh.
The guidelines and care from graduate school
really helps to nurture a graduate student to
achieve his/her dreams. I was lucky enough to
have such wonderful education and research

environment.
Inha University provided me multicultural environment. I also had great opportunity to experience Korean culture and Korean R&D environment.
I would like to express my gratitude and to wish
good luck to all my friends, lab members, graduate school officials and my professor for the
support during my stay at Inha University."
Prepared by SYED Md. Asif

Visal Sean (Cambodia)
A WONDERFUL TIME AT INHA
Master in Computer
ports many major tasks including training proand Information Engineering
grams, human resource management, SNS
Visal successfully gained
his degree from the university in February, 2013
he came from the Intelligent E-Commerce Labora tory (c urre ntly
named Artificial Intelligent Lab). He is now
serving as a Program Coordinator in Cambodia
Korea Cooperation Center (CKCC) in Royal University of Phnom Penh
(RUPP) which was programmed by KOICA
and the Ministry of Education and Youth of
Cambodia. CKCC’s official opening ceremony
was held in mid 2013 and it served as a precious
place for human resource development and cultural exchange programs. In CKCC, Visal sup-

maintenance, cultural events mainly between
Cambodian and Korean culture… His
knowledge on smart phone application development courses is one thing he shared to our next
generation. Being an alumni of Inha University,
Visal stated that “My professor always takes
good care of all of his students especially for
foreign students. Our lab-members are really
helpful and supportive; we share the knowledge
and experience together. Also being a foreigner,
friends are really important especially when you
are abroad. For that matter, I have met many
new friends when I was studying at the university; it was really the most wonderful time in my
life” He would like to express his deep appreciation to INHA University who strongly provided him the education and many wonderful memories.
This is Visal’s work place in Cambodia .
You might be next in line to be in this company. Good luck!

Prepared by Sen PiSei

INHA Student Ambassadors (Spring 2014)
Name: 형애림 (Xing Ai Lin)

Name: 디르가 (Lamichhane Dirga Kumar)

Nationality: Chinese
Department: International Trade
Email: hyengaelim@naver.com

Nationality: Nepalese
Department: Medicine
Email: dirgalamichhane@gmail.com

Name: 이반 (Li Pan)

Name: 윌리엄 (Williem)

Nationality: Chinese
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Email: lipan880924@naver.com

Nationality: Indonesian
Department: information and
communication Engineering
Email: williem.pao@gmail.com

Name: 나운연 (Luo Yun Yan)

Name: 센비사이 (Sen Pisei)

Nationality: Chinese
Department: Korean Studies
Email: sunnie0702@naver.com

Nationality: Cambodian
Department: Program in Energy Engineering
Email: piseisen@yahoo.com

Name: 찐르엉황 (Trinh Luong Hoang)

Name: 니고라혼 (Yakubova Nigorakhon)

Nationality: Vietnamese
Department: Program in Culture
Management
Email: coffeelove152@gmail.com

Nationality: Uzbek
Department:Program in Multicultural Education
Email: nigoraxon.yakubova@gmail.com

Name: 뭉흐톨가(Bambuushar Munkhtulga)

Name: 레오날드 (Leonard Guinguino)

Nationality: Mongolia
Department: Electrical Engineering
Email: tulgaforever@naver.com

Nationality: Philippine
Department: Marine Science &
Biological Engineering
Email: leo_awalguino@yahoo.com

Name: 엠디아시프 (Syed Md. Asif)

Name: 사드 (Saad El Dine El Ferekh)

Nationality: Bangladeshi
Department: information and
communication Engineering
Email: asif_eceku@yahoo.com

Nationality: Lebanese
Department: Mechanical Engineering
Email: ferekhsaad@gmail.com

Name: 아슬람 (Aslam Muhammad)

Name: 차나파콘 (Chanapakorn Sawangjit)

Nationality: Pakistani
Department: Environmental Engineering
Email: mhd_aslam@hotmail.com

Nationality: Thai
Department: Business Administration
Email: youngin.genius@gmail.com

Name: 비렌드라 (Singh Birendra Kumar)
Nationality: Indian
Department: Marine Science & Biological
Engineering
Email: birendrakumar1508@gmail.com

We are happy to represent our country as Student Ambassadors, therefore we dedicate our
efforts towards the promotion and development
of INHA University.
Websites: http://gradeng.inha.ac.kr
http://grad.inha.ac.kr

Free Board
On the Day of the Graduation
Mr. SEN Pisei (Cambodia)

I am now a successful graduate student. During the graduation, I feel excited at the same
Master’s in Energy Engineering,
time nervous because I have been waiting for
y name is Sen Pisei, a Ko- this day for such a long time, and finally here
it is. I felt very happy when I first wore the
rean Government Scholargraduation gown and cap which was a preship Program (KGSP) grantcious moment of my life. At that time, all of
ee of 2011. The scholarship
our Cambodian friends came to congratulate
provided me a whole 3-year
me and enjoy the day altogether by taking
financial support for my
photographs and ending with a small party,
graduate degree at Inha Unifor my graduation and unfortunately also for
versity. It supported the start
my farewell party. The feeling that I had durof my experiences related to my student life at
ing that day was deep and meaningful that I
Inha. The university always supported me every
cannot easily describe and it is really one of
time I have problems related to academics or if I
the best experience in my life. For this special
need suggestions the graduate school would aloccasion, I would like to express deep gratiways try their best to solve and is always there for
tude to my academic advisor, my lab-mates, all
me. Aside from this, thanks to the Korean lanfriends and acquaintances, NIIED, and Inha
guage course that provided me with powerful lanUniversity for their kind help and support.
guage as a mode of communication for my academic studies. I was then selected as the Cambodian student ambassador at Inha to be a support
to my fellow students for their academic problems. Now, with all the efforts , finally the day of
my graduation came.

M

Congratulations to all
the Graduates !

Prepared by Sen Pisei

Editors desk

Special Messages to Alumni
1. Send a message about your current job
position and contact information to graduate
@inha.ac.kr as a member of Inha global alumni Network. The Graduate School will keep
sending a newsletters or useful notices for
alumni.
2. Send your message and your story to
graduate@inha.ac.kr. After selecting then we
will upload them for the next issue.
3. If you need any certificates about your academic records at Inha University, you can use
Internet Certificate Issuing System http://
certpia.inha.ac.kr or apply for the postal service of certificate issuance. For details, visit
http://gradeng.inh a.ac.kr/campus /
campus_050401.aspx
4. Promote 2015 KGSP and Jungseok International Scholarship Program about admission for
spring semester of 2015 to many excellent international students in your country.

We welcome this year with the 60th Anniversary celebration of Inha University. As we
celebrate this meaningful event. We have prepared this publication to promote the experience of students of Inha university to the
world. This publication also aims to communicate with all international graduate students including alumni and future Inhanians.
We are happy to be able to share our story
through this fourth issue of
“INHA GLOBAL MESSENGER”.
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